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About This Game

Komaru Naegi, little sister to Makoto Naegi, has been imprisoned inside a mysterious apartment for over a year. One day, she is
rescued by Byakuya Togami of Future Foundation, but the rescue is derailed by a sudden attack of hundreds of Monokumas.

Komaru soon discovers that the city has been taken over by a group of children calling themselves the Warriors of Hope. Their
leader, Monaca, declares that the city will be the site of a “children's paradise,” and to accomplish this, all the adults will be

exterminated. Komaru teams up with Toko Fukawa to try to survive the rampaging Monokumas, escape the crafty Monokuma
Kids, and uncover the secrets of the city.

Key Features

Third Person Shooter Action Sequences: Use Future Foundation's Hacking Gun to have a fighting chance against the
hordes of Monokumasas you traverse Towa City.

Riddles and Puzzles: The MonokumaKids will challenge more than just your trigger finger; you'll need your smarts to
survive as well. There's a lot to discover in the city, with a number of familiar faces and mysteries to unravel!

Tons of Different Types of Ammo: Tackle challenges with multiple kinds of Truth Bullets, such as Paralyze and Link.
Upgrade your firepower with special Bling Bullet modifiers.

Steam Features: Supports Steam Achievements, Steam Cloud and Steam Trading Cards
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Title: Danganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls
Genre: Action
Developer:
Spike Chunsoft Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
Spike Chunsoft Co., Ltd.
Franchise:
Danganronpa
Release Date: 27 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3-530 CPU 2.93GHz or above

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX650 1GB or AMD HD 7700 1GB(DirectX 11 graphic card required)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 18 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,Japanese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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By the end of this you will be singing "YEAAH! YEAAH! YEAAH! YEAH YEAH YEAHHHHH! M'HMM'HMM'HMM!
M'HMM'HMM'HM... HEEEEY... YEAAAAH...

10\/10 soundtrack as expected of this series.

Gameplay is sub-par but makes up for it with a fantastic story and by not being hard whatsoever thanks to K\/B+Mouse so that
you can just get to the story parts faster. 100% recommend for anyone who is a fan of the series and wants more lore on the
outside world of Danganronpa. I wasn't even gonna play this one because of how bad it looked from a graphical and gameplay
point of view (and not a big fan of Toko\/Genocide Syo) but so glad I did now.

Also highly recommend JP voices to avoid cringing in to the next dimension (goes for all Danganronpa games tbh.).
Danganronpa. This is my favourite Danganronpa game, don't @ me.

Please make more games like this! More Danganronpa spin off games please! and...more of the visual novels of course ;)
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